
 

              

 

The long-standing global work experience of Norbert Kiesling began in Germany at an enterprise 

oriented to technology. As an engineer of electrical engineering he travelled around the countries 

behind the „Iron Curtain“ and was, among the rest, as an instructor, trainer of engineers in the Hi 

Tech-area active. As a planner and specialist for process automation systems of the most different 

industrial sectors he collected experience with many technologies and people of the most different 

levels of education. 

The change to the US based international group of Honeywell, extended the sphere of activity in the 

area of technology as well as within the corporation. 

After the Velvet Revolution and opening of the east boarders he was responsible for the construction 

of Honeywell’s affiliates and in Central and Eastern Europe as well as Central Asia. His experience was 

asked above all in the area of Human Resources by the lack of qualified staff. 

Later he changed to Brussels, into the European headquarters and was responsible for the whole 

enterprise branch of Industrial Automation and Control for Europe, Africa and Middle East. 

Projects all around HR, organizational development, Change management, Mergers & Acquisitions, 

as well as the construction of social plans and closing of production units were many years setting his 

tasks in the most different functions. After 25 years of Honeywell he decided it is time for a change. 

He could introduce the past 10 years as a management consultant and personnel adviser his long-

standing experience above all in the Central and Eastern European space, as a single enterpriser in 

Prague settled. 

In parallel to his consulting activities he studied in Vienna art history and wrote his dissertation about 

Czech architecture of the Modern, and has expressed with it his love to art and Slavistics. 
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“The whole life is a learning process.  

The question is merely, how much of it is accepted and turned into reality.” 
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